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1. Abstract
Elaborate 3D fractals, such as the mandelbulb, offer fascinating depths and structures that bear
self-similarity as one zooms in closer and closer. Traditional rendering techniques focus on prerendering the fractal, to bypass the need for real-time display. To display and explore the
mandelbulb in VR, this real-time display is needed, and can be provided through the use of
“Raymarching”, a technique that allows for the rendering of scenes within the GPU. This paper
explores various techniques and systems used to provide, augment, and accelerate this process.

2. Background
2.1. Fractals and the Mandelbrot Set
The mandelbulb is an extension of the mandelbrot set, into a third dimension. To explain, a
simple mandelbrot set is generated by taking each point to rasterize as a polar coordinate,
doubling the angle, squaring the magnitude, and adding the first point in the sequence back
again. This process is repeated, making sure to add the first point in the sequence each time, until
a point can either “escape” by having excessive magnitude, or enough iterations occur that one
can reasonably predict it will not diverge. This behavior maps nicely to the arithmetic of polar
coordinates.
pn+1 =⟨r npower , power∗ ϕn ⟩ + pstart = pn power + p start
Fig. 1: The sequence formula for a point in the mandelbrot set
This pattern can be reinterpreted by modeling each of these polar coordinates as a complex
value, shown in Figure 2.
pn=r n∗e 2 πϕ =r n∗(cos(2 π ϕ n )+ i∗sin(2 π ϕn ))
n

Fig. 2: A complex representation of a polar coordinate
By breaking the expression down into a product of complex values, and fixing the “power”
value, an expression can be derived which avoids the use of transcendental functions such as
acos or atan, sparing the overhead and shortcomings that come along with their implementations.
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2.2. The Mandelbulb Set
To extend this into 3D, spherical coordinates can be utilized in place of polar coordinates. The
bulb on display here uses a power of 8 for these computations, which means both angles are
octupled, and the magnitude is put to the power of 8. By adjusting this power, different forms of
the mandelbulb fractal can be generated. Note the similarity to
pn+1 =⟨r npower , power∗θ n , power∗ϕ n ⟩+ p start =p n power + p start
Fig. 3: The sequence formula for a point in the mandelbulb set
These calculations are repeated until n reaches the desired level of mapping, each level resulting
in finer and finer details. As a result, deeper and more accurate levels of zooming are far more
computationally expensive than shallower ones.

2.3. Virtual Reality Systems
To implement the VR system for this project, the library “OpenVR” from Valve Software was
used, utilizing its C++ interface. As virtual reality as a field is still getting established, the
documentation for this library is somewhat sparse, so certain features require experimentation
and trial and error in order to work out the particulars. The library offers an interface for getting
various view and perspective matrices, as well as other miscellaneous information, from the VR
system in use. This data can then be passed to OpenGL shading programs in order to simulate a
system in Virtual Reality.

3. System
3.1. Host Program
The program that manages all the resources in use for the renderer is written in C++, which
contains systems that interface between openGL, openVR, imgui, and glfw. These systems are
tailored to specific tasks, such as providing a more useful interface for feeding data to the
fractal’s shader, or managing, processing, and transforming the data obtained from the openVR
library. Two branches of this program exist – one without VR support, and the other with VR
support.
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3.1.1. 2D Version
Stored under the branch “2Dproto”, this program displays the fractal via GLFW, and offers
various levers for modifying the fractal. This version does not require openVR to be installed on
the user’s computer, easing compilation and running for debugging and experimenting with the
fractal itself. The controls for this version are as follows:
WASD – Move the camera
Hold Right Click+Drag – Change camera direction
Q/E – Shrink/Grow the camera
R – Reload the shader
O – Return to the starting position and scale

3.1.2. VR Version
Stored under the branch “VRproto”, this program interfaces with openVR in order to render the
fractal to the headset. Additionally, each lens’ output is mirrored to a GLFW context that serves
as a control station for what goes on in the program. VR controller support is at present limited to
the Oculus Rift, but a standard USB controller can also stand in as a means of control. Nonmovement controls are shared between this and the 2D version. The movement controls are as
follows:
Left Joystick – Planar movement
Right Joystick, Up/Down – Move up/down
Right Joystick, Left/Right – Rotate orientation left/right
Buttons 1, 2 – Shrink/Grow the camera
Buttons 3, 4 – Scale the inter-pupilary distance

3.2. Mandelbulb Shader
The shader itself takes a raymarching approach to generate the fractal image. For each sample, a
ray is cast, and a primary culling step removes all rays that fall outside of a reasonable boundary
of the fractal. After that, each ray is started on the surface of the bounding volume, and gradient
descent is used to minimize the number of steps spent traveling through empty space. Parameters
for this process are passed in through various uniforms, managed by the host program. Through
this system, values such as the “modulus” of the bulb, or whether to skew more or less towards
Julia behavior (using a single fixed point for all samples instead of the original point of each
sample) can be controlled and experimented with. Some modifications are made between the 2D
program and the 3D program to determine the ray projection – in the latter, the projections are
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extracted from various uniforms matrices and vectors passed in from the VR manager class. The
skeleton of this shader comes from Inigo Quilez, who wrote a blog post describing this fractal
and techniques to render it [1].

3.3. Imgui System
To enable easy editing of the bulb’s parameters at runtime, the library “dear Imgui” was used,
which idiomatically allows for the changing of values with a simple GUI. Also of use was its
ability to display data conducive for debugging. The library itself did not require excessive effort
to set up, being designed to integrate nicely with a GL context and some extra code provided for
various frameworks, glfw included. Parameters that can be changed with this system include:
•

The number of steps to take for collision iteration before giving up

•

The colors used to shade the bulb or sky

•

The “Skew Factor” between being a Mandelbulb or a Juliabulb

•

Whether to oscillate the Julia point over time

•

The position of the Julia point

•

The base “mapping level” to use for viewing the bulb from a distances

•

Parameters that control how rapidly the mapping level increases as the zoom level
increases

•

The “Modulus” of the bulb, controlling what form the fractal takes
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4. Approaches
4.1. Polynomial Expansion
Similar to how the mandelbrot set works well when mapped to the complex numbers, one can
establish a similar mapping for the mandelbulb set. Taking another basis value, j, where j squared
is -1, and ij = -ji, the complexes can now be extended to mimic rotation on a second axis. Using
the technique mentioned in 2.1., and given a constant power value, an expression that involves
minimal usage of transcendental functions can be obtained.

4.2. Dynamic Map Values
If left static, the map value will at some point be too small to produce an interesting level of
detail. By modifying the map value during ray iteration, and decreasing it for further distances,
high detail can be obtained where it matters, while points farther away can be displayed with
reduced detail in order to save on excess iterations. This system does require tuning, however,
and zooming in can either result in the object gaining more detail than is pleasing or meaningful
to look at, or not gaining enough detail quickly enough and looking “blobby".

4.3. Mixed Julia Point
Another class of fractal, similar to the Mandelbulb, is the “Juliabulb” - instead of using the first
point in the sequence for each sample, a fixed “Julia” point common to all samples is used for
the additive term. By blending between this “Julia” point and the point of each sample, a
hybridized fractal can be obtained. And by moving this “Julia” point over time, the fractal will
undulate smoothly. Through this technique, a wide spectrum of fractals can be generated and
explored.

4.4. Bounding Sphere
Given the tendency for large radii to be filtered out through the repeated exponentiation, points
outside of a small radius of the center can be safely considered automatically escaped, reducing
the number of fragments that have to be marched. Additionally, by interpolating the intercepts on
this sphere, distances outside of the sphere can be skipped, reducing the space of points that must
be checked.
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4.5. Gradient Descent
To get a distance estimate for each step, the return value of the mapping function contains
information about the distance from the current point and the next. The process used to derive
this expression is complicated and outside the scope of this paper [2] [3].

5. Results
Below are various images of the mandelbulb and similar fractals.

Fig. 4: A snapshot of the mandelbulb
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Fig. 5: A snapshot of the mandelbulb
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6. Future Work
6.1. Skybox Buffering
One potential avenue of performance improvement is to keep distant fragments in separate
buffers to render as a skybox or other sky surface beneath a less-distant layer, discarding
fragments that march a sufficient distance far away. Implementation complications, however,
would include deciding when to redraw this sky surface to avoid a sensation of jitter, while still
maintaining the illusion of depth at far distances. Additionally, in the context of VR, these
surfaces would need to be carefully matched together to provide a cohesive effect.

6.2. High-Precision Sample Rendering
When zooming in too far, eventually the image output becomes an illegible mass of single-color
blots. This is a result of the computations involved exceeding the space that floats can work in
while still retaining meaningful information. Simply using doubles in the shader is not
straightforward – GLSL lacks implementations for using doubles with many functions used for
the mapping function, such as acos, atan, and log. As such, determining the mapping with double
precision proves problematic. It is possible to do a mapping function for a single power value via
the expansion trick in 2.1., but this does not yield anything with higher clarity. Additionally,
current GPUs are tailored towards working with floats, and double-precision operations are far
more expensive, leading to substantial performance penalties when compared to using floating
point arithmetic for the mapping function. Finally, places where the substitution of double
operations have been attempted to no avail include the insides and return value of the mapping
function, as well as changing the ray direction to a double vector in order to cast with finer
granularity. Further experimentation is required here.
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6.3. More Intuitive VR Interface
Right now, there are no HUD elements when using the VR view, so information such as scale,
position, VR origin, and the like are not readily visible. Additionally, when growing the bulb, the
VR pose matrices do not change their value while the point the “origin” is rooted at stays the
same, so the player may experience some disorientation as they appear to slide to one side of the
bulb or the other due to being anchored to a distant point away in real space. One possible
technique to mitigate this is to negate the pose matrices’ effect inside of the shader, and instead
add the difference in the translation component (compensated for rotation) of the pose matrix to
the position offset within the VR system, so that the “origin” remains within the viewer’s head,
instead of somewhere on the ground nearby.

7. Conclusions
The primary goal of this project was to get an exploration experience of the mandelbulb in VR
working, which it does. Some aspects of the project proved vexing to work on, such as the GPU
not offering an easy means of introspection, or libraries such as OpenVR lacking sufficient
documentation. After having worked on this project, I now understand far more techniques and
systems offered by OpenGL, such as its debug system, image memory barriers, and stencil
masking. Additionally, I have learned about how to apply the technique of “Raymarching” and
what it’s capable of, generating entire structures on the fly, entirely on the GPU. Aspects of the
project that I wanted to do, but was not able to accomplish in the time allotted, include changing
the process to enable high-precision zooming without loss of detail or exhausting the floating
point accuracy space, or optimizing the rendering process to make running at high resolutions
feasible even on lower-end machines.
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Appendix
The git repository containing the code for this project can be found here.
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